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came abstract and idealistic. A vast number of new spheres of 
consciousness and objects appeared in the private life of the pri 
vate individual that were not, in general, subject to being madl 
public (the sexual sphere and others), or were subject only to a1 

intimate, conditional, closeted expression. The huma: - - be came multi-layered, multi-faceted. A core a] le 
and an outer, separated within it. 

We will show below that the most remarkau~e experimenr t~ 
re-establish the full7 lividual in world literature- 
although without I )f the ancient model-wa 
made by Rabelais. 

Another attempt to resurrect the ancient wholeness :ri 
ority, but on an entirely different basis, was made by ( 

But let us return to the Greek encomium and the 1 1 1 3 L  auto 
biography. As we have analyzed it, tl ~cteristic o 
the ancient world's peculiar conscic ,as the fac 
that biographical and autobiographic ~ar;nes KO life werc 
identical, and were, therefore, both necessarily public. But in thc 
encomium the image of man is extremely simple and pre-formed 
in it there is almost no quality of "becoming." The starting poin 

- . *  for an encomium is the idealized image of a definite 
I 

specific profession-that of military commander, rulc :a 
figure. This idealized form is nothing but an accumul a1 
the attributes adhering to a given profession: a commar~uer snoulc 
be like this, followed by an enumeration of all the qualities anc 
virtues of a commander. All these idealized qualities and virtues 
are then discovered in the life of the man being eulogized. The 
ideal is fused together with the figure of the deceased. The figure 
of the eulogized man is one that is already formed, and the figure 
is usually given us at the moment of its greatest maturitv anc 
fullness of life. 

It was on the basis of biographical s develo] he 
encomium that the first autobiograpLr aruse, in the rorm or an 
advocatory oration: the autobiography of Isocrates, which was to 
have an eno nfluence on all of world literature (and es- 
pecially on I; id English humanists). This was a public ac- 
counting of a ua11-s own life, in the form of an apologia. Human 
image in such a form was shaped by the same principles as shaped 
the image of the deceased in the encomium. At its heart was the 
ideal of a rhetorician. Isocrates glorifies rhetorical activity as the 
loftiest of life's activities. Isocrates' professional self-conscious- 
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ness is fully particularized. He gives us the details of his material 
circumstances, :ntioning how much money he makes as a 
rhetorician. Ele vhich are (from our point of view) purely 
personal, or (ag . our point of view) narrowly professional, 
or matters relating to society and the state, or even philosophical 
ideas, are all laid out in one detailed series, tightly interwoven. 
All these elements are perceived as completely homogeneous, 
and they come together to form a single human image that is 
both complete and fully formed. The individual's consciousness 
of himself in such cases relies exclusively upon those aspects of 
hls personality and his life that are turned outward, that exist for 
others 
those i 
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might be intimately personal, unrepeatably individual, charged 
with self. 

Such is the normative and pedagogical character of this earliest 
autobiography. At its conclusion a for and edu 
moral is baldly stated. But this same nc and ped 
quality suffuses the entire autobiograph: 

One must not forget - er, that the epoch that produced 
the first autobiography :d as well the initial stages in the 
breakdown of the Greel wholeness of the human image (a 
wholeness that had maniresrea itself in epic and tragedy). Thus, 
this autobiography is mewhat formal, 
abstract. 

Another real-life chronotope is responsible for KOman auto- 
biographies and memoirs. Both sprang from the soil of the Roman 
family. Such autobiographies are documents testifying to a fam- 
ily-clan consciousness of self. But on such family-clan soil. auto- 
biographical self-consciousness does not become- private 
mately personal. It retains a deeply public character. 

The Roman patrician family-which was not a bourgeois ram- 
ily-is the symbol for all that can be private and intimate. The 
Roman family, precisely as a family, fuses directly with the state. 
Certain functions the state usually fulfills are entrusted to the 
heads of families. The religious cults of the family or clan (whose 
role wi lction as a direct extension of the cults of 
the sta ideal is represented by ancestors. Self-con- 
S C ~ O U S ~ ~ G S S  urgauzcs melf around the particularized memory of a 
clan and ancestors, while at the same time looking toward future 

: or inti- 
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descendants. The traditions of the family and clan had to be 
passed down from father to son. Thus every family had its own 
archive, in which written documents on all links in the clan were 
kept. Autobiography "writes itself" in the orderly process of pass- 
ing clan and family traditions from link to link, and these were 
PI in the archive. This made even autobiogr con- 
sc public and historical, national. 

l ~ c  aPccific historicity that Rome gave to autovluw;laPllical 
self-consciousness distinguishes it from its Greek counterpart, 
which was oriented toward living contemporaries, toward those 
who were actually there on the public square. Roman self-con- 
sciousness felt itself to be primarily a link between, on the one 
hand, deceased ancestors, and on the other, descendents who had 
not yet entered political life. Such self-consciousness is thus not 
as pre-formed as in the Greek model, but it is morc ghl~ 
saturated with time. 

Another specific peculiarity of Roman autobiography (and biog- 
raphy) is the role of the prodigia, that is, of various auguries and 
their interpretations. In this context they are not an external 
feature of the narrative (as they become in seventeenth-century 
novels), but an important means for motivating and shaping auto- 
biographic ial. Tightly tied up with them is the impor- 
tant, and I oman, autobiographical category of "fortune" 
(fortuna). 

In the prodigia, that is, in the auguries of a man's fate-his sep- 
arate acts and undertakings as well as his life as a whole-indi- 
vidualized and personal elements indissolubly fuse with state and 
public elements. The prodigia are an important moment at the 
beginning and at the completion of all state acts and undertak- 
ings; the state takes no step without having first read the omens. 
The prodi~ ldicators of the fate of the state, predicting for 
it either fo misfortune. From the state level they move to 
the individual personality of the dictator or military commander, 
whose fate is indissolubly bound up with the destinies of the 
state, and readings of the prodigia for the state fuse with his per- 
sonal destiny. The dictator of the lucky arm (Sulla) and of the 
lucky star (Caesar) appear. In this context the category of luck has 
a distincti~ aping sif ~ m e s  the form for ex- 
pressing a identity >f a whole life ("faith 
in one's owl1 aLar I. Such is ulr; u1l5in of Sulla's consciousner- 
self in his autobiography. But, we repeat, in the good fortune 
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Sulla or a Caesar, the destinies of the state and of single persons 
fuse ngle whole. There can be no question of anything 
narrc ,anal, any private luck. This is, after all, a luck mea- 
surec st in projects of state, in wars. This good fortune is 
absolutely inseparable from deeds, creative activity, labor-from 
objective, public and state-oriented content. Thus this concept of 
good fortune includes as well our concepts of "talent," "intui- 
tion" and that specific understanding of "genius"' that was so im- 
portant in the philosophy and aesthetics of the late eighteenth 
century (Young, Hamann, Herder, the Sturmer und Dranger). In 
succeeding centuries this category of good fortune became more 
fragmented and private. Good fortune lost all its creative, public 
and state attributes-and came to represent a principle that was 
private, personal, and one that was ultimately unproductive. 

Hellenistic Greek autobiographical traditions functioned along- 
side these specifically Roman ones. In Rome the ancient laments 
(naenia) were likewise replaced by funeral speeches, the so- 
called laudatiae. Here Greek and Hellenistic rhetorical schemas 
reigned supreme. 

Works "on one's own writings" emerged as an authentic auto- 
biographical form in the Roman-Hellenistic context. As we have 
shown above, this form reflected the crucial influence of the Pla- 
tonic schema, that of the life course of a seeker after knowledge. 
But an entirely different objective support was found for it in this 
new context. What we get is a catalog of a man's works, an expo- 
sition of their themes, a record of their successes with the pub- 
lic, autobiographical commentary on them (Cicero, Galen and 
others). It is the sequence of one's own works that provides solid 
support for perceiving the passage of time in one's own life. The 
continuity of one's works provides a critical sequential marker 
for biographical time, its objectification. And furthermore, con- 
sciousness of self in this context is not revealed to some general 
"someone," but rather to a specific circle of readers, the readers of 

Is works. The autobiography is constructed for them. The 
,biographical concentration on oneself and one's own life 
uires here a certain minimum of essential "publicness," but of 
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gether; thus an unrecognized genius was a contradictlo in aalecro la contra- 
diction in terms]. 
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a completely new type. St. Augustine's Retractationes' belong to 
this autobiographical type. In more recent times a whole series 
humanistic works (for example, Chaucer) could be included 
this type, but in later periods this type is reduced to a single sta 
(albeit very important) in artistic biographies (for exam~le 
Goethe). 

Such are 
called form3 A u l  U = ~ ~ ~ L I I I ~  UIC ~ U V I I L  hut-c;ur~~r;lvusness v~ a man. 

briefly touch upon the mature biographical forms of 
th 1-Hellenistic epoch. Here one must note, first and fore- 
must, rrlc ~nfluence of Aristotle on the distinctive methods of tE- 
ancient biographers, and in particular his doctrine of entelechy 
the ultimate purpose of development that is at the same time i 
first cause. This Aristotelian identification of ultimate purpo 
with origin inevitably had , stinctive n 
ture of biographical time. FI character 
its most mature is the authc nt. It is he 
that we net that unique "inversion in a character's developmen 
th des any authentic "becoming" in character. A man 
en :h is treated as nothing but a preliminary to his mat 
fity. IIIC ramiliar element of "movement" is introduced into bio 
raphy solely as a struggle of opposing impulses, as fits of passic 
or as an exercise in virtue-in order to invest this virtue with pe 
manence. Such struggles and exercises serve to strengthen ouall- 
ties of char ~ew. 
The base I :ted 
character. 

lels for structuring ancient biography were created c 
thi 

' lr le:  nrsr may be called the "energetic" type. At its heart 1i1 
the Aristotelian concept of energia: the full existe e 
sence of a man is realized not by his condition, but by ril 
his active force ("energy"). This "energy" manifests tl 
unfolding of his character ' - - ~e! 
acts, words and other expre: te 
nal manifestations (that is, 1 1  

I some internal essence of character existing apart from its effects, 
predating them and located outside them. The manifestations 
themselves constitute the character's being, which outside its en- 
ergy simply does not exist. Apart from its surface manifestations, 
its ability to express itself, its visibility and audibility, character 
possesses no fullness of reality, no fullness of being. The greater 
the power of self-expression, the fuller the being. 

I 
Therefore human life (bios) and character may no longer be 

portrayed by means of an analytical enumeration of the char- 
acterological qualities of the man (his vices and virtues) and 
through their unification into a single stable image of him-but 
rather, one must portray him by means of his deeds, his speeches 
and other extensions and expressions of the man. 

This energetic type of biography was first established by Plu- 
tarch, who has had an enormous influence on world literature 
[and not only on biography). 

Biographical time in Plutarch is specific. It is a time that dis- 
closes character, but is not at all the time of a man's "becoming" 
or g r o ~ t h . ~  It is true that outside this disclosure, this "manifesta- 
tion," there is no character-but in keeping with the principle of 
"entelechy," character is predetermined and may be disclosed 
only in a single defined direction. Historical reality itself, in 
which disclosure of character takes place, serves merely as a 

I 
means for the disclosure, it provides in words and deeds a vehicle 
for tho5 xter: but historical reality is de- 
prived c nce on character as such, it does 
not shape or r;rcaLc IL, IL 11lclr ;~y manifests it. Historical reality is 
an arena for the disclosing and r cters- 
nothing more. 

Biographical time is not reversime vis-a-vis me everlrs uf life it- 
vhich are inseparable from historical events. But with regard 
aracter, such time is reversible: one or another feature of 
cter, taken by itself, may appear earlier or later. Features of 

character are themselv - :ded from chronology: their in- 
stancing can be shifted r itself does not 
grow, does not change, i e beginning it is 
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disclosing character does not lead to a real change or "becoming" 
in historical reality, but rather solely to a fulfillment, that is, to 
a filling-in of that form sketched at the very outset. Such is the 
Plutarchian biographical type. 

The second type of biography may be called analytic. At its 
heart we have a scheme with well-defined rubrics, beneath which 
all biographical material is distributed: social life, family life, 
conduct in war, relationships with friends, memorable sayings, 
virtues, vices, physical appearance, habits and so forth. Various 
features and qualities of character are selected out from the vari- 
ous happenings and events that occur at different times in the 
hero's life, but these are arranged according to the prescribed 
rubrics. To prove the rubric valid, only one or two examples from 
the life of a given personality need be provided. 

In this way, the temporal progression of the biographical se- 
quence is broken up: one and the same rubric subsumes mo- 
ments selected from widely separate periods of a life. Here as 
well, what governs from the outset is the whole of the character; 
and from such a point of view time is of no importance at all, nor 
is the order in which various parts of this whole make their ap- 
pearance. From the very first strokes (the first manifestations of 
character) the firm contours of the whole are already predeter- 
mined, and everything that comes later distributes itself within 
these already existing cor mporal order (the 
energetic Plutarchian typl le systematic (th 
ond, atemporal, type). 

The major representative of this ancient type of biogra- 
phy was Suetonius." If Plutarch h :ised a profound influ- 
ence on literature, especially on th (for the energetic type 
of biography is essentially dramatic], rnen Suetonius primarily in- 
fluenced the narrowly biographical genre, particularly during the 
Middle Ages. Biography structured by rubrics survives to our very 
day: the biography of "a human being," "- TArv;+n*" 'I- (arnily 
man," "an intellectual" and so for1 

The forms that we have mentio cal as 
well as biographical [and there w a ~  11" ularlllc;rlorl, ,____cipIe, 
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u. Reference here is to De viris ijlustribus, written during the reign of Tra- 

jan, and consisting of biographies of Roman literary men arranged according 
to classes, such as "De grammaticus et rhetoribus," etc. 
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those autobiographical forms in which the breakdown of this 
public exteriority of a man is already evident, where the detached 
and singular individual's private self-consciousness begins to 
force itself throu& and bring to the surface the private spheres of 
his life. In I of autobiography as well, we get in ancient 
times only inning of the process by which a man and his 
life become pnvare. New forms for autobiographical expression of 
a singular self-consciousness were therefore not developed. In- 
stead there ensued merely specific modifications of already avail- 
able public and rhetorical forms. We will note three basic kinds of 
modificatil 

nsists of a satirico-ironic or humorous 
tr  tribes, of one's self and one's life. Spe- 
cial IIULC should bt LaKcl l  of the familiar ironic autobiographies 
and self-characterizations in verse by Horace, Ovid and Proper- 
tius, which include an element of the parodying of public and he- 
roic forms. Here personal and private topics, unable to find a posi- 
tive form for their expression, are clothed in irony and humor. 

A second modification, and one that has had important histor- 
ical resonance, is represented by Cicero's letters to Atticus. 

Public and rhetorical for] :ssing the unity of the human 
image had begun to ossify, )me official and conventional; 
heroization and glorificatiorl [as well as self-glorification) were 
felt to be stereotyped and stilted. Moreover, the available public 
and rhetorical genres could not by their very nature provide for 
the expression of life that was private, a life of activity that was 
increasingly expanding in width and depth and retreating more 
a1 into itself. Under such conditions the forms of draw- 
in rhetoric acquired increasing importance, and the most 
~igulr~~arl i  form was the familiar letter. In this intimate and 
familiar atmosphere (one that was, of course, semiconvention- 
alized) a new private sense of self, suited to the drawing room, 
began to emerge. A whole series of categories involving self-con- 
sciousness and the shaping of a life into a biography-success, 
happiness, merit-began to lose their public and state signifi- 
cance and passed over to the private and personal plane. Even na- 
t~ , drawn into this new private and drawing-room world, 
bc :hange in an essential way. "Landscape" is born, that is, 
narurc ~ullceived as horizon (what a man sees) and as the environ- 
ment (the background, the setting) for a completely private, sin- 
gular individual who does not interact with it. Nature of this kind 
differs sharply from nature as conceived in a pastoral idyll or 
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Typical of all the above-named works is the advent of a new 
orm for relating to one's self. One might best characterize this 
kew relationship by using Augustine's term "Soliloquia," that is, 
'solitary conversations with oneself." Conversations with Phi- 

losophy the Consoler in the consolations a urse, also ex- 
amples of such solitary conversations. 

This is a new relationship to one's own ! nets own par- 
ticular "In-with no witnesses, without any concessions to the 
voice of a "third person," \ be. Here -con- 
sciousness of a solitary ir support ; e au- 
thoritative reading of its fate in irs own self, withou~ ~~lculiltion, 
in the sphere of ideas and philosophy. There is even a place here 
for struggle with "another's" point of view-for example, in Mar- 
<us Aurelius. The point of view that "another" takes toward us- 
~h ich  we take into account, and by which we evaluate our- 
elves-functions as the source of vanity, vain pride, or as the 
ource of offense. It clouds our self-consciousness and our powers 
of : lluation; we must free ourselves from it. 

1 r distinctive feature of this third modificat sharp 
increase in the weight of events pertaining to one's sonal 
an1 late life; events enormously important in the private life 
of individual have no importance at all for others, and al- 
mc larger social or political significance-for example, the 
leath of a daughter [in Cicero's Consolatio); in such events a man 

xently alone. In events that have a pub- 
the personal side of these events now 

U C ~ ~ I I S  LU wz ar;r;cllLuacGu. As part of this process, such issues as 
the transitoriness of all that is good, man's mortality, become 
very prominent; in general, the theme of personal death (and di- 
verse variants on that theme) begins to play a crucial role in an 
in( : self- 
C01 ,st to 
zel 

: these new features, even this third mc ~n re- 
r a significant extent public and rhetorical is, as 
yer, rlurrling of that authentically solitary individui lakes 
his appearance only in the Middle Ages and henceforth plays such 
an enormous role in the European novel. Solitude, here, is still a 
very relative and naive thing. A sense of self is still rooted firmly 
in the public sphere, although this influence is well on the way to 
being ossified. The very Marcus Aurelius who excluded "an- 
other's point of view" (in his struggle to overcome his sensitivity 

georgic-to say nothing of nature in an epic or tragedy. Nature 
enters the drawing-room world of private individuals only as pic- 
turesque "remnants," while they are taking a walk, or relaxing or 
glancing randomly at the surrounding view. These picturesque 
remnants are woven together in able unity of a cultured 
Roman's private life; but they d: )me together to form a 
single, powerful, animating indepc~~uel~r nature complex, such as 
we see in epic or in tragedy (nature as it functions in Prometheus 
Bound, for instance). These picturesque remnants can exist only 
in the isolation created by closed verbal landscapes that surround 
them. Other categories as well undergo analogous transforma- 
tions in this new little private drawing-room world. Numerous 
petty details of private life begin to take on an importance; in 
them, the individual feels himself "at home," his private sense of 
self begins to take its 1 from these petty details. The 
human begins to shift tc : that is closed and private, the 
space of private rooms wberc su~nething approaching intimacy is 
possible, where it loses its monumental formedness and ex- 
clusively public exteriority. 

Such is the characteristic space of the letters to Atticus. There 
is, nevertheless, a great deal in them that is still I td rhe- 
torical, conventionalized and ossified-as well a! that is 
still vital and dynamic. It is as if the old public allu rnetorical 
unity of the human image had bet led with fragments of a 
future, thoroughly private man. 

The third and final modificatio 11 call the stoic type of 
autobiography. First and foremost, we must include in this group 
the so-called "consolationes" (consolations]. These consolations 
were constructed in the form of a dialogue with Philosophy the 
Consoler. For our first example (one which has not survived) we 
must take the Consolatio of Cicero, which he wrote after the 
death of his daughter. Cicero's Hortensius belongs here as well. 
In succeeding epochs we meet such consolations in Augustine, 

11ly in Petrarch. 
include in this third modification Seneca's let- 

I :liusl autobiographical book ("To Myself ")" and, 
finally, 7 ~ n d  othe )graphic: 
Augustin 
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to insult) is, nevertheless, filled with a profound respect for his 
own public dignity, and he is haughtily grateful to fate and to 
other men for his virtues. And the very form assumed by auto- 
biography in this third modification bears a public and rhetorical 
stamp. We have already sa: ven Aug ions 
require a noisy declamatior 

Such are the basic forms UI anr;~ent autoblograpny ana Diogra- 
-~y. They were to exercise )us influence on velop- 
lent of similar forms in I 1 literature, as wl )n the 
:velopment of the novel. 

fist efforts at new forms for expressing time's fullness-forms 
related to thm :ring of social contradictions. Every such un- 
covering ine 2ushes time into the future. The more pro- 
foundly these cvmuadictions are uncovered and the riper they be- 
come in consequence, the more authentic and comprehensive 
becomes time's fullness as the artist represents it. We have seen 
the first beginnings of such a real-life unity of time in the adven- 
ture novel of everyday life. But these first efforts were too feeble 
to stave off t epic forr! 3 .  

Here it is a distinc  at 
feeling for time rnar exerr;lseu an enormous anu uererrnining in- 
fluence on the development of literary forms and images. 

This distinctive feature manifests itself preeminently in what 
might be called a historical inversion. The essence of this inver- 
sion is found in the fact that mythological and artistic thinking 
locates such categories as purpose, ideal, justice, perfection, the 
harmonious condition of man and society and the like in the 

t. Myths laradise, a Golden Age, a heroic age, an an- 
kt truth, ; .s the later concepts of a "state of nature," of 
lral, innarc: ngnrs and so on, are all expressions of this histor- 

ical inversion. To put it in somewhat simplified terms, we might 
say that a thing that could and in fact must only be realized ex- 
clusively in the future is here portrayed as something out of the 
past, a thing that is in no sense part of the past's reality, but a 
thing that is in its es Purpose, 

This peculiar "tral: ~ning," t: pi- 
cal of mythological arlu arrlsti~ modes ur L ~ ~ U U ~ U L  111 varluua cras 
of human development, is characterized by a special concept of 
time, and in particular of future time. The present and even more 
+he past are enriched at the expense of the future. The force and 
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In survey o ~f the nc will 
n o ~ c  ~ U I I I C  gcrreral character~sr~cs or me methods usea to express 
time in these works. 

How is the fullness of time trear We 
have already seen that in any tempolal l G p l G 3 G I I C d L I U l l  3 U l l l C  ulini- 
mum sense of tim ess is inevitable (and literature's pri- 
mary mode of repre n is temporal). Moreover, there can be 
no question of refle epoch outside of the passage of time, 
outside any contact with past or future, outside time's fullness. 
Where there is no passage of time there is also no moment of 
time, in the full and most essentiaI meaning of the word. If taken 
outside its relationship to past and future, the preseni - s in- 
tegrity, breaks down into is henomel lak- 
ing of them a mere abstract leration. 

Even the ancient novel hau a cerrain minimum Iullness or time 
peculiar to it alone. Such time is, so to speak, minimal in the 
Greek novel, and only slightly more important in the adventure 
novel of everyday life. In the ancient novel, this fullness of t;-- 
has a dual character. In the first place, its roots are 
and mythological understanding of time's fullness 
fixed, temporal forms were already in decay and, ulluer r;ul__- 
tio arp :ntiation beginning to be felt at that 
tin could nc rse incorporate and adequately shape 
ne  it. But thcbt: IUIKIO~~C forms for expressing the fullness 
of time nevertheless functic he ancient novel. 

On the other hand, the an vel also containe :ble 
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that when placed in the future is deprived of that materiality and 
density, that real-life weightiness that is essential to the "is" and 
"was." The future is not homogeneous with the present and the 

t, and no matter how much time it occupies it is denied a basic 
creteness, it is somehow empty and fragmented-since every- 
ig affirmative, ideal, obligatory, desired has been shifted, via 

the inversion, into the past (or partly into the present); en route, it 
has become weightier, more authentic and persuasive. In order to 
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COURSE : IN THE ! N O V E I  

Such a point of view frees one fro 
- 

zcessity of undertak- 
ing stylistic analyses of the novel; :gets rid of the very 
+ nf x stvlisss of the no\ iitting one to limlt 
oneself - to p-matic analyses of it. 

It was, however, precisely in the 1920s tion 

changed: the novelistic prose word began to :self 
i-n istics. On the one hand there appearea a serles UI concrete 
stylistic ana f novelistic prose; on the other hand, system- 
atic attemp : made to recognize and define the stylistic 
uniqueness 01 arrlsti~ prose as distinct from poetry. 

But it was precisely these concrete analyses and these attempts . 

at a principled approach that made patently obvious the fact that 
all  the categories of traditional stylistics-in fact the very con- 
cept of agoetic artistic discourse, which lie tuch 
categories-were not applicablk to novelisti elis- 

tic discourse proved to be the acid test for tk con- 
xiving style, exposing t w e s s  of trus rypc  "I ~ ~ l l l k i n g  
d its inadequacy in all areas of discoursels artistic life. 

All attempts at concrete stylistic analysis of novelistic prose ei- 
ther strayed into linguistic descriptions of the language of a given 
novelist or else limited themselves to those separate, isolated 
stylistic elements of the novel that were includable (or gave the 
appearance of being includable) in the traditional categories of 
stylistics. In both instances the sty1 
novelistic discourse eluded the invc ld o!?& 

The novel as a whole is a phenorneriu~l rr and ' - 
vaaorrn in speech and voice. In it the investigatoi;isconfronted 
-stlc unities-f: 
!Gent-ic levelsandss_bje-ct G e n t  stylistic contras. ' 
/- 

Mc 
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:ry, probl 

et7 the I 

ems ass( 
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Vovel 

~ciated v 

m the nc 
it in faci 
rel, pern BI th centu vith a sty-. 

tics or tne novel had not been precisely formulated-such a for- 
mulation could only have resulted from a recognition of the 
stylistic uniqueness of novelistic (artistic-prose) discourse. 
T o r  a long time treatment ot the novel was limited to little 

lore than abstract ideological examination and publicistic corn- 
(entary. Concrete questions of stylistics were either not treated 
all or treated in passing and in an arbitrary way: the discourse 
artistic prose was either understood as being poetic in the nar- 
w sense, and had y e  categories of traditional stvlistics ( b z d  
&_study of tropes) uncritically applied to it. or else such ques- 
~ n s  were limited to empty, evaluz ~e character- 
ation of language, such as "expres: :ry," 
larity" and so on-without provic ,t: c u n ~ c p t ~  with any 

stylistic significance, however vague and tentative. 
Toward the end of the last century, as a counterweight to t 

abstract ideological way of viewing things, interest began to gr 
in the concrete problems of artistic craftsmanship in prose, in the 
problems of novel and short-story technique. However, in ques- 
tions of stylistics the situation did not change in the slightest, 
attention was concentrated almost exclusively on problems of 

mposition (in the broad sense of i J. But, as before, the 
culiarities of the stylistic life of d in the novel (and in 

-.*e short story as well) lacked an a p p r u a ~ ~ ~  that was both prin. 
cipled and at the same time e (one is impossible without 
the other); the same arbitrar zntal observations about lan- 
guage-in the spirit of tradir~ur~al srylistics-continued to reign 

- .  
supreme, a d the authentic nature of ax- 
t-rose - 2 

There is ld widespread point of view 
that sees novellsric alscourse as an extra-art dium, a dis- 
course that is not worked into any special 01 style. After 
failure to find in novelistic discourse a pure17 'ormulation 
("poetic" in the narrow sense) as was exDecteu, prusc discourse is 

- - denied any artistic value at ; : as practical speech 
for everyday hie, or speech f )oses, an artistically 
neutral means of communic 
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semantic as well as sound levels) all of which are completely subordinated to 
the aesthetic project, Tolstoy's novel, by contrast, which is free in its verbal 
composition, does not use words as an artistically significant element of in- 
teraction but as a neutral medium or as a system of significations subordi- 
nated (as happens in practical speech) to the communicative function, dir 
ing our attention to thematic aspects quite abstracted from purely ve 
considerations. We cannot call such a literary work a work of verbal art o 
any case, not in the sense that the term is used for lyrical poetry" ["On 
Problem of the Formal Method," in an anthology of his articl 
a Theory of Literature (Leningrad, 1928, p. 173); Russian edit 
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hich the 

....A ---&t 

We list below the basic types of compositional-stylistic unitia 
into w novelistic whole usually breaks down: 

of the T 

* .  

rarious f oral evc eryday n 

J (I) Di rc~r  aurnorial literary-artistic narration (in all its diverse 
variants); 

(2) Stylization .arration 
(skaz); 

,/ (3) Stylization ot the various forms of semilitel tten) ev- 
eryday narration (the letter, the diary, etc.); 

(4) Various forms of literary but extra-artistic 1 speech 
J (moral, philosophical or scientific statements, oratory, eth. 

nographic descriptions, memoranda and so forth); 
J ( 5 )  The stylistically individualized speech of characters. 

7 

.w F e s e  heterogeneous stylistic_unities+ the novel, 
combine ~ o r ~ ~ c t u r e ~  - - artisfi; s : subordi- 
nzted to3e-h~eFstvilstic - oi the-work as a-wnoie, a unity 
thafc%EiioBe j ___ -- iFwi%Zf-single-one if tI ies s u E ~  v d i d - t o  it. 

rary (wril 

authoria: 

teringi 
and art 
- .  - -..L - 1  

he unit Gq   he ~~is.snYYY.essn ~ l l e n ~ v e l  as a genre consists p r i  
cisely in the combination of t h e s ~ u b ~ r d i n a G ~ e f f s t i 1 1  rela- 
iiveiy a u t o n o r  r nt 

; ~ T Z S J  i n 6  f i e  higher unity of the work as a whole: l h 3 1 e  
of a novel is30 be f o u n l h  the lan- - -- -_- - - - $') y: ~9 01- is the system-d iiii'l&guages," Each separate 
e ement oi a novel's language is deterniined firs: of all bv one , - -  

such subordinated stylistic unity into which it enters directly- 
be it the stylistically individualized speech of a character, the 
down-to-earth voice of a narrator in skaz, a letter or whatever. 
The linguistic and stylistic profile of a given element (lexical, se- 
mantic, syntactic) is shaped by that subordinated unity to which 
it is most immediately proximate. At the same time this element, 
together with its most immediate unity, figures into the style of 
the whole, itself supports the accent of the whole and participates 

MA-) tf 
in the process whereby the unified meaning of the whole is struc. 

, , tured and revealed. 
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pages of generations and age_gro_us.,tendentious languages, lan- 4 
' auth%iitie< of various circles a d  of pas: fla-rne- -- -- - - - - 

ions, Gguages &at serve the specif% sociopolitical pu 
the d a r e V e n i i a U T ( E 3 S  day has its own slogan 
vocabulary, its own emphases)-.this internal stratification pres- 
ent in every language -- - at - any_givPen~momentpf~its~historic~~e~ 
t e n L ~ i s P e n s a b 1 e  prer~~s~te-forPthehenovella~a - - -  genre. 
The novel o r c h e s t ? E a l l ~ t ~ t h e m e s ~ e  totality of the world of 

individual voices that flourish under such conditions. Authorial 

objects and ideas depicted and expressed in it, by means of the 
soc~al diversity of speech types [mmore6ie] and by the differing x: 
with whose 
each of them 

through different languages and speech types, its dispersion into ' the rivulets and droplets of social heteroglossia, its dialogiza- 
tion-this is ~f the stylistics of 
the novel. 

Such a com o a higher unity is 
unknown to traditional stylistics; it hab llu lllGthod for approach- 
-e distinaive s o & ~ g u e  among languages that is pres- 
ent in the novel. Thus a s t i c  analysis isnot oriented toward the 
novel as a whole, but on&-one or another of its suhordi- 
nated stylistic unities. The traditional scholar bypasses the basic 
Gstinctive feature of the novel as a genre; he substitutes for it an- 
other object of study, and instead of novelistic style he actually 
analyzes something completely different. He transposes a sym- 
phonic (orchestrated) theme on to the piano keyboard. 

We notice two such types of substitutions: in the firsL LYpGI ~ l n  
analysis of novelistic style is replaced by a description of the lax 
page of a given novelist (or at best of the "languages" of a give 
novel); in the second type, one of the subordinated styles is - is( 
I& bzed +s if it w ~ t s t y l e ~ o T e .  

In t l  type, style is cut off from considerations el 

and fra work as such, and regarded as a phenomer 1- 

guage itself: the unity of style in a given work is transformed ei- 
ther into the unity of an individual language 

feature ( 
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cslxdhgsubject  that is recog- 
factor transforming a phenome- 
nto a stylistic unity. 

the "speech" and "language" systems of the novel) for the style of 
the novel itself is doubly imprecise: it distorts the very essence of 
a stylistics of the novel. Such substitution inevitably leads to the 
selection from the novelxf only those elements thatsan-be-fitted 
within the frame of a sing1$agpage_system and that express, di- 
rectly and w s t  mediation, an a u t h o r i a 1 i n d i T i d i i ~ -  
guageTTne whole of the novel and the specific tasks involved in 
constructing this 
stvled and often ----- 

We have no need to follow where such an analysis of novelisti 
style leads, whether to a disclosing of the novelist's individual d 
alect (that is, his vocabulary, his syntax) or to a disclosing of th 

-features of the work taken as a speech ac 
"~tterance.~' Equally in both cases, style zaiz- 
rit of e e :  as an individualization of ule langu 

[in the sens - stem of general language norms). Stylistics? 
transformec nto a curious kind of linguistics treating indl 

dh 
an 
spi 

biundaries o t a a  stpily. 
such is the first type of substitution for the p -,ject of 

study in the stylistic analysis of the novel. We wi: lve fur- 

ther into the diverse variations of this type, which rmined 

by the different 3 which such concepts as  me speech 
whole," "the sy! language," "the individuality of the au- 
thor's language a :h" are understood, and by a difference in 
the very way in wnicu the relationship between style and lan- 
page is conceived [and also the relationship between stylistics 
and linguistics). In all possible variants on this type of analysis, 
which acknowledge only one single .- . language - .  and a single au- 

;e of a sy 
d either j 
uages, 01 
1 -- - _ _. -2 
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v vidual lang : into a linguistics of theutterance. 
'n accordance with thepoint of view selected, the unity of ways i~ 
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le thus presupposes on the one hand a unity of language [in th 
Ise of a system of general normative forms) and on the othe 

stem of 
lnd speec 

_ -1- z -1- nand the unity of an individual person realizing himself in thj 
~- . - 

l a n g u a g ~  -.-.. 
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Both thes in fact obligatory in the majority c 
verse-based p t r v c ~ l ~ ~ ~ u c : ~  uut even in these genres they far fron -- - 

define the style of the work. The most precise an 
COI escription of the individual language and speech of 
Pot if this description does choose to treat the expressive 
ness of language and speech element up to a styl- 
istic analysis of the work, inasmuch s relate to a 
system of language or to a system c . . , to various 

pistic u nd not to the system of the artistic work 
ich is go y a completely different system of rules tha 
lse that the linguistic systems of language and c 

speech. 

i 
But-we repeat-in the majority ( the unitj 

the language system and the unity (a )f the poc 
individuality as reflected in his langta5= alu  B ~ C C L A L ~  which is a 
rectly realized in this unity, are indispensable prerequisites of pc 
etic style. The novel, howeverLLnnsum& does not r ~ u i r e  thqs 
conditions-%-have said) even makes of the internal stral 

language, of its sc ezglossia and the variew 
roices in it, the7 - - -- a o r  authentic novelisd 
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investigator. 
The second type of substitution is characterized not by an ori- 

entation toward the language of the author, but rather toward the 
style of the novel itself-although style thus understood is nar- 
rowed c ~t of the several 
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In the majorii es the style of the novel is suusu~llc~ ULL- 

der the concept : style," and the appropriate categories of 
traditional styli applied to it. In such circumstances only 
those elements ot epic representation (those occurring predomi- 
nantly in direct authorial speech) are isolated from the novel for 
consideration. The profound difference between novelistic and 
purely epic modes of expressi0n.i~ ignored. Differences between 
the novel and t:  re usually perceived on the level of com- 
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In other instances, uifferent aspects of novelistic style are se- 

lected out as most characteristic of one or another concrete liter- 
ary work. Thus the narrational aspect can be considered from the 

T 
nov 

'hus the substitution of the individualized lang 
,elist (to the extent that one can recover this lan, 

lage of t 
guage frc 
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point of view not of its objective descriptive mode, but of its sub- 
jective expression mode (expressiveness). One might select ele. 
ments of vernacular extraliterary narration (skaz) or those as- 
pects that provide the information necessary to further the plot 

, for example, in analyzing an adventure novel)? 
le, finally, to select those purely dramatic ele- 
re1 that lower the narrational aspect to the level 

of a commentary on the dialogues of the novel's characters. But 
the system of languages in drama is organized on completely 
different principles, and therefore its languages sound utterly 
different than do the languages of ' el. In drama there is no 
all-encompassing langua IS itself dialogically to 
separate languages, there -encompassing plotless 
(nondramatic) dalogue O L L S ~ U ~  rrlaL or  me (nondramatic) plot. 

:se types of analysis are inadequate to the style not only 
I ~velistic whole but even of that element isolated as fun- 
uarrlcnral for a given novel-inasmuch as that element, removed 
from its interaction with others, changes its sty1 neaning 
and ceases to be that which it in fact had been in t el. 

The current state of questions posed by a stylisti~o "1 ~ l l e  novel 
reveals, fully and that all the categories and methods of 
traditional stylist lin incapable of dealing effectively with 
the artistic uniqu discourse in the novel, or with the spe- 
cific life that discourse leads in the novel. "Poetic language," "in- 
dividuality of language," "image," "symbol," "epic style" and 
other general categories worked out and applied by stylistics, as 
well as the entire set of concrete stylistic devices subsumed by 
these categories (no matter how differently understood by indi- 
vidual critics), are all equally oriented toward the single-lan- 
guaged and single-styled genres, toward the poetic genres in the 
narrow sense of the word. Their connection with this exclusive 
orientation explains a number of the particular features and lirn- 
itations of traditional stylistic categories. All these categories, 
and the very philosophical conception of poetic rse in 
which they are grounded, are too narrow and cram I can- 
not accommodate the artistic prose of novelistic dia~uu~se.  

Thus stylistics and the philosophy of discourse indeed confront 
adilemma: either to acknowledge the novel (and consequently all 
artistic prose tending in that direction) an unartistic or quasi- 
artistic genre, or to radically reconsider that conception of poetic 
discourse in which traditional s is grounded and which 
determines all its categories. 

This dilemma, however, is by no means universally recognized. 
Most scholars are not inclined to undertake a radical revision of 
the fundamental philosophical conception of poetic discourse. 
Many do not even see or recognize the philosophical roots of the 
stylistics (and linguistics) in which they work, and shy away from 
any fundamental philosophical issues. They utterly fail to see be- 
hind their isolated and fragmented stylistic observations and lin- 
@istic descriptions any -- theoretical problems posed by novelistic 
discoul :rs-more princip- case for consistent 
individ n their understanding of language and style. First --- A:, 

(as one r 
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unmediated expression of authorial individuality, and such an un- 
derstanding of the problem is least likely ot all to encourage a re- 

listic n 
he nov 
,, ,L .I 

-.-- - -  - 
consideration of basic stylistic categories in the proper direction. 

However, there is another solution of our dilemma that does 
take basic concepts into account: one need only consider oft- Y L ~  
neglected rhetoric, which for centuries has included artistic prose 
in its 1 Once we have restored r M  to all its ancient 
_nRhts, a a h e r e p o e t i c  . discourse, . rele- 
gating to . . r w v e r v t h i n e  in nov- - - 

t 

does not fit the Procrusl of traditional stvlistic categ~rie?.~ 
Gustav Shpet," in his 
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roposed such a solution to the di- 

lemma, with all due rig .ss and consistency. He utterly ex- 

purview. 
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a necessary addition to Formalist poetics. Our Formalists were 1 
pletely consistent when they spoke of the necessity of revivin 
alongside poetics [on this, see B. M. Eichenbaum, Literature, 1. i 
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brought into the study with all its living diversit~ it cannot fail to 
have a deeply revolutionizing influence on linguistics and on the 
philosophy of language. It is precisely those aspects of any dis- 
course [the internally dialogic - quality of discourse, --- and the phe- 
nomena related to it)inot yet s u i i e n t i y  taken into account a n a  
fathomed in all the enormous weight they carry in the life of lan- 
guage, that are revealed with great external precision in rhetorical 
forms, ' a correct and unprejudiced approach to those 
forms i ,uch is the general methodological and he 
simific hetorical forms for linguistics and for the p 

cluded artistic prose and its ultimate realization-the ~luvel- 
from the realm of pc urely 
rhetorical forms.4 

Here is what Shpe I 11c recvgniuon that 
contemporary forms of moral propaganda-i.e., the novel-do 
not spring from poetic creativity but are purely rhetorical com- 
positions, is an admission, and a conception, that apparently can- 
not arise without immediately confronting a formidable obstacle 
in the form of the universal recognition, despite ever) that 
the novel does have a certain aesthetic ~ a l u e . " ~  

Shpet utterly denies the novel any aesthetic signifiLdllLr;. The 
novel is an extra-artistic rhetorical "the COI ~rary 
form of moral propaganda"; artistic e is excl ' po- 
etic discourse (in the sense we have ~ ~ L U L L ~ L C U  above). 

1 dogous point of view in hir 
bo? : problem of artistic prose to 
rhe s basic philosophical defini- 
tior Y eve 

"poetic" and the "rhetorical," Vinogradov v W- 

fl .b. paradoxically consistent: he considered th l a 
\r. $'SF !ixed form ("a hybrid formation") and admitt 

\ -4 it 
conraineu, along w i t h r h P t n r l c a l s o m e  purely ~oetic 
OG.~ - 
T h e  point of view that con el as 
9 rhetorical formation, from the realn~ vr pv=rr y-a ~ U L I ~ L  UI view 

t is basically fal! ~eless have a certain indis- 
able merit. Thert acknowledgment in princi- 
and in substance of the inaucquacy of all contemporary stylis- 

with its philosophical and linguistic base, when it 
:fining the specific distinctive features of novelistic 
what is more, the very reliance on rhetorical forms 
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.usively the novel is equaly greal ~vel, and artistic prose in general, 

has the closest genetic, rarrlily relationship to rhetorical forms. 
And throughout the entire,develc )f the novel, its intimate 
interaction (both peaceful and with living -a1 
genres (journalistic, moral, phi11 11 and others) has never 
ceased; thisTnteraction was perhaps no less intense than was the 
novel's interaction with the artistic genres (epic, ;, lyric). 
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But in this uninterrupted interrelationship, nove  course 

I oreserved its own qualitative uniqueness and was nevu l=ducible 
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Novelistic discourse is poetic 
discourse, but one that does not fit within the frame provided by 
the concept of poetic discourse as it now existg. This concept has 
certaln underlying presuppositions that limit it. The very con- 
cept-in the course of its historical formulation from Aristotle to 
the present day-has been oriented toward the specific llofficial" 
genres and connected with specific historical tendencies in verbal 
ideological life. Thus a whole series of phenomena remained 
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mediated relation of speaker to his unitary and singular - . v w p  
language, and have postulated _- as well a simqle realization QtrhLP 
%ng~@5 in the donologic utteranceTthe in-4. Such dis- 
tip-s actuaiiy know only two poles in the life of language, be- 
tween which are located all the linguistic and stylistic phe- 
nomena they know: on the one hand, th system of a unitary 
l a n ~ a g e ,  and on the other the individual speakine in this 
langu: - \.-a A 
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inogradov . . 
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b. Viktor VI (1895-19691, outsta a of 
style in literature, a tnendly critic of the Fol ...,ll,L,, 
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Various schools of thought in the philosophy of language, in lin- 
guistics and in stylistics ha fferent periods (and always in 
close connection with the d mcrete poetic and ideological 
styles of a given epoch), intr nto such concepts as "system 
of language," "monologic utterance," "the speaking individuum," 
various differing nuances of meaning, but their basic content re- 
mains unchanged. This basic content is conditioned by the spe- 
cific sociohistorical destinies of European languages and by the 
destinies of ideological discourse, and by those parti ;tor- 
ical tasks that ideological discourse has fulfilled in s~ cia1 
spheres and at specific stages in its own historical development. 

These tam lestinies of discourse conditioned specific ver- 
bal-ideolog Tements, as well as various specific genres of 
ideological ulscuurse, and ultimately the specific philosophical 
concept of discourse itself-in particular, the concept of poetic 
discourse, which had been at the heart of all concepts of style. 

The strength and at the same time the limitations of such basic 
stylistic categories become apparer ~tegories are 
seen as conditioned by specific his and by the 
task that an ideological discourse assumt-. -----e categories 
arose from and were shaped by the historically aktuell forces at 

\ - work in the verbal-ideological evolution of specific social groups; 
they comprised the theoretical expression of actualizing forces 
that were in the process of creating a life for lanmanc 

These forces are the forcl lize 

Y .Y the verbal-ideological work 
Unitary language c o n s t i t ~ ~ ~ a  L L ~ C  u lcurc~l~al  expression or the 

historical processes of linguistic unification and centralization, 
an expression of the centripetal forces of language. A unitary lan- 
guage is not something given [dun] but is always in essence 
posited [zadanJ-and at every moment of its linguistic life it is 

. opposed to the realities of heteroglossia. But at the same time it 
' .  makes its real presence felt as a force for overcoming this heter- 

0gl :o it, guaranteeing a certain 
ma and crystalizing into a real, 
altl VC, UIIK! ~nity of the reigning conver- 
sational (everyday) and literary language, "correct language." 

A common unitary language is a system of linguistic norms. 
But these norms do not constitute an abstract imperative; they 
are rather the generative forces of linguistic life, forces that strug- 
gle to overcome the heteroglossia of language, forces that unite 

and centralize verbal-ideological thouht ,  creating within a het- 
eroglot national language the fir tic nuclc 
officially recognized literary lang :riding ar 
formed language from the press1 :teroglos 

What we have in mind here is nut arl abstract linguistic mml- 
mum of a common language, in the sense of a system of elemen- 
tary forms (linguistic symbols) guaranteeing a minimum level of 
comprc tical communication. We are taking lan- 

!?'age of abst nmatical categories, but 
rather red as id1 lly saturated, language as 
a worla vlew, even as a concrete V~~IIIUII ,  insuring a maximum of ' 

mutual understanding in all spheres of ideological life 
unitary language gives expression to forces working tow 
Crete verbal and ideological unification and centralization, w r u u l  
develo 11 connection wi rocesses of sociopolitical 
and cu ntralization. 

Aristu~cllci~~ poetics, the poetlcs ot Augustine, the poetics of 
the medieval church, of "the o lage of truth,'' the Carte- 
sian poetics of neoclassicism, tl: ct grammatical universal- 
ism of Leibniz (the idea of a "umversal grammar"), Humboldt's 
insiste he concrete-all these, whatever their differences 
in nua expression to the same centripetal forces in socio- 
lingui! ideological life; they serve one and the same proj- 
ect of centralizing and undying the European languages. The vic- 
tory of one reigning language ( others, the sup- 
planting of languages, their en ~rocess of illumi- 
nating them with the True Woru, LIIC I ~ ~ L U L ~ U ~ ~ L ~ O ~  of barbarians 
and lower social strata into a unitary language of cul I 
truth, the canonization of ideological systems, philoloa j 

methods of studying and teaching dead languages, languages m a t  

were 1 "unities," Indo-European linguistics wit1 
its foc directed away from language plurality tc 
a single proro-language-all this determined the content an( 
power of the category of "unita 
listic thought, and determined 
the majority of the poetic genres rnar coalesu 
formed by those same centripetal forces of verbal-ideological life. 

But the centripetal forces of the life of language, embodied -- -- in% 
"unitaTy language,II_operateinthemidst~of~heter~ossia. At-any 
given moment of its evolution, language is stratifiedkot only into. 
lingui=cXTiZIEEts in the strXtSeEsFof ficword (according to for- _ - - - -  
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.. 

tion and dlmnlfication, intersect in the utterance. the 
Only answers the requirements of its own lanzage as an indi. 

v>dualized embodiment of a speech act, but it answers t ~ .  
quirements of hete6glossia as well; it is in fact an active partici. 
pant in-zuch speech diversity. And this participation of C utterance in living heteroelossia determines the linguistic 
profile and style of the utt o no less a degree than its inclu- 
sion in a1 ative-cer g system of a unitary language. 

Every . e participates rn the "unitary language" (in its 
centripetal forces and tendencies) and at t; rtakes 

,\ of social and historical heteroglossia (the .ifying 
forces). 

of a day, of an epoch, a social 
It is possible to give a con- 

once having exposed 
- attled 
24 

lment , 
.t simultaneously con- 
:nted as an lndivldual 

At the time when major divisions of the poetic genres we 
velo~ing under the influence of the unifying, centralizing, 

of centra 
his dialc 
;a1 force: 
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 petal forces of ~ - ~ h n l - i d ~ ~ l ~ g i ~ a l  life, uls i~dvtr-a~~rl those 
gravitate toward it-was being h artistic-prose gen 
:nt of decentralizing, centrifugal f l  ically shaped by 1 

A' he time when ~ u = L .  7 a c - a ~ ~ e k ~ f  '4 
mtional and political centralization of the verbal-ideological 

wm?n-thi-higher official socio-ideological levels, on the lower 
1~6ils, on the stages of local fairs and at buffoon spectaclesl the 
hetero the clown sounded forth, ridiculing all "Ian- 
g u s d i a l e c t s ;  there developed the l!!!%@re the fob&- 

,wd sChwijnke 
of street songs, folksayings, anecdotes, where 

there was no 1ang-M - t all, where there was to be found 
lively pG with =@ages1' of poets,  scholars^ monks. 

others, where all illanguage~ll were masks and 
no language could claim to be an authentic, incontestable face. 

e*l~ 
hzoglossia vis-h-vis the accepted literary language (in its 

"~"OUS generic expressions), that is, vis-a-vis the linguistic 
ar of he verbal-ideological life of the nation and the epoch, but dlGh\ 
was a heteroglossia consciouslv O D D O S ~ ~  to this literarl language- 

It was die, aimed sharply aqd polemically against 
; heterog 

hy of lan 
1 by the current 1 ,lizing tenaencles m nlc: 

born an 3gized heteroglossia, in : have ignored t life of 
which i lied the centrifug j in the life of lan&?We. 

son they could mane IIV provision for the dialogic For this 
ch was a s t r u w  W i c  nature I 

po&u tra-language struggle bet 
WillS Or logical cuIILla~ictions. Moreover, even l 1 l ~ l a - l ~ ~ g u ~ g ~  
dialogue (dramatic, rhetorical, cognitive or merely has 
hardly been studied linguistically or ~tylisticall~ up to the present 
day One even say outright that the dialogic aspect of dis- 
course the phenomena connecte 
to the 1 noment beyond the ken ( 

Stylisrlcs lla j been likewise complete: 
erary work has been conceived by stylistics as if i lll3ma- 

ic. and self-sufficient whole, one whose elerne 
system presuming nothing beyond them 

utterances. The system comprising an artistic W V ~ K  was L1luUplL 

to be analogous with the system of a language,' a system that 
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,-n*l'J not stand in a dialogic interrelations hi^ W ~ L U  uiher lan- 
;. From tl 3f stylist artistic work as a 

SI, -whate. night be. :If-sufficient and 
. . authorial Illurlulugue, une that p r e s u ~ n n l v v e  11s.- 

W w n  b_oundarlcs. Should we imagine the work 
oinder in a given d b e ,  whose style is determined by its . . :lationship withsther womders-in the same d i a l s i n  

t h e ~ t y  of the co + I-then traditional stylistics do& 
n o t e r  an a equate I )r approaching si alogized 
style. The sharpest anc llly most markec :stations 
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that one gets in stylizations, in skaz, in parodies and in vanous 
forms of verbal masquerade, 
more complex artistic forms 
tion, forms that orchestrate their themes bv means of languages- 
in all c 
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The problem of stylistics tor the no1 tably leads to the 

necessity of engaging a series of fun 11 questions con- 
cerning the philosophy of discourse, ( s connected with 
those aspects in the life of discourse that have had no light cast 
on them by linguistic and stylistic tl- .that is, we must 
deal with the life and behavior of disco1 contradictory and 
multi-languagedslc' - 

re1 inevi 
damenta 
luestion: 

ersat ion] 
neans fc 
1 extern: 

uch H di, 
i manife 

-4 +h;s stylistic ry-the polemical style, the parodic, the 
- . - -  ;sifiea as rhetorical and not as poetic ~ h e -  

: categoi 
ially clas 
itics loc: 
L___L - c  - 

ironic- 
&iz ks every stylistic into'the 

~llu~~uluglc; cunrcxr or a given self-sufficient and hermetic utter- 'y ance, imprisoning it, as it were, in the dungeon of a single con- 
I textj it is not able to exchange messages with other utterances; it 

i~ able to realize its own stylistic implications in a relation- 
ith then n single 
tic conte 
uistics, stylisticb arlu ulc prlllusvpny ur language-as 
in the service of the great centralizing tendencies of Euro- 
erbal-ideological life-have sought first and foremost for 
n diversity. This exclusive "orientation toward unity" in 
sent and past life of languages has concen e atten- 
philosophical and linguistic thought on tl st, most 
least changeable and most mono-semic of dis- 

course- phonetic aspects first of all-that are furthest re- 
moved e changing socio-semantic spheres of discourse. 
Real id lly saturated "language consciousness," one that 
participa~cs ln actual heteroglossia and multi-languagedness, has 
remained outside its field of vision. It is precisely this orientation 
toward unity that has compelled scholars to ignore all the verbal 
genres (quotidian, rhetorical, artistic-prose) that were the carriers 
of the decentralizing tendencies in the life of Is or that 
were in any case too fundamentally implicated i ~glossia. 
The expression of this hetero- as well as ~olvrr lo~ ~u~~aLlousness 
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For thc and for s 
structures on tneir oase, a wllulc acllGo vL p,,,,~amena have tnere- 
fore remained almost entirely beyond the realn 1: 

these include the specific phenomena that a s- 
course and that are determined by its dialogic t I 

amid others' utterances inside a single language (the primordial 
d i w m  of discourse), amid other "social languages" within a 
s ide  national language-and finally amid different natlonai iah- 
guues within-the san - u a t  is, the same socio-ideologi- 
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their fundamental and wide-ranging significance in all 3f 

the life of discourse is still far from acknowledged. 
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alogue as a continuation of it and as a rejoinder to it-it does not 
approach the object from the sidelines. 

The way in which the word conceptu: object i: 

plex act-all objects, open to dispute : lain as t 

with qualifications, are from one side highlighted while from me 
other sic ned by heteroglot social opinion, by an alien word 
about th nd into this complex play of light and shadow the 
word ente~s-~t -rated bec with this play, and must deter- 
mine within it the bou of its own semantic and 

may a md organize them. If we imagine the intention ~f 
such i hat is, its d i r e c t i o n a l ~ ~ e  object, in the 
form of a ray of light, then the living and unrepeatable play of col- 
ors and light on the facets of the image that it constructs can be 
explained as the spectral dispersion of the ray-word, not within 
the object itself (as would be the case in the play of an image-as- 
trope, in poetic speech taken in the narrow sense, in an "autotelic 
word"), but rather as its spectral dispersion in an atmosphere 
filled with the alien words, value judgments and accents through 
which passes on its way towarc social at- 
mosphl he word, the atmosphere ~e object, 
makes me ra~ets  of the image sparkle. 

The word, breaking 1 to its own meaning and its own 

expression across an nent full of alien words ,- 

ously evaluating accer ~onizing with some of the s 

in tk lissonance with or~icis, IS 

able, tic profile 

We will focus our attention here on various forms and degrees 
of dialogic orientation in discourse, and ( ~ecial potential 
for a distinctive prose-art. 

As treated by traditional stylistic thoul;lir, me word acknowl- 
edges only itself only its own context), its own object, its 
own direct expre d its own unitary and singular language. 
It acknowledges word, one lying outside its own context, 
only as the neutral word of language, as the word o in par- 
ticular, as simply the potential for speech. The dire as tra- 
ditional stylistics understands it, encounters in l r s  orientation 

- .  toward the object only the resista le object itself (the im- 
possibility of its being exhausted rd, the impossibility of 
saying it all), but it does not enco its path toward the ob- 
ject the fundamental and richly vaneu opposition of another's 
word. No one hinders this word, no one argues with it. 

But no living word relates to its object in a singular way: be- 
tween the word and its object, between the word and the speaking 
subject, there exists an elastic environment of other, alien words 
about the same object, the same theme, and this is an environ- 
ment that it is often difficult to venetrate. It is precisely in the 
process of living interacti this specific environment that 
the word may be individu ~d given stylistic shape. 

Indeed, any concrete d (utterance) finds the object at 
which it was directed already as it were overlain with qualifica- 
tions, open to dispute, charged with value, already enveloped in 
an obscuring mist-or, on the contrary, by the "light" of alien 
words that have already been spoken about it. It is el ,shot 
through with shared thoughts, points of I judg- 
ments and accents. The word, directed to1 :nters 
a dialogically agitated and tension-filled clivironmenr or alien 
words, value judgments a ~ts ,  weaves in and out of com- 
plex interrelationships, rr ith some, recoils from others 
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intersects with yet a third group: and all this may crucially sh--; 
liscourse 
dicate it: 
me lFv 

in all its semantic layers, may cc 
its entire s t y l i s t i d .  

ihgutterarrre;?raving taken meaninn and shave at a I 
8. ~ L ; I ~ I Y  ~ i t j l ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .  n this respect is me s r 1 u w 2  that must be under- 

taken in such movements as Rousseauism, Naturalism, Impressionism, Ac- 
meism, Dadaism, Surrealism and analogous schools with the "qualifiedf' na- 
ture of the object (a struggle occasioned by the idea of a return to primordial 
consciousness, to orieinal consciousness, to the object itself in itself, to pure 

c - -  ticular historical moment in a socially specif?; environment, can- 
not fail to brush up against thousands of living dialogjc threads, 
-n by socio-ideological consciousness around the given ob- 
ject of an utterance; it cannot fail to become an active participant 
in social dialogue. After all, the utterance arises out of this di- perception and 
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lrose in particular. In the atmosphere of the novel, t ct and 
nmediated intention of a word presents itself as sc ~g im- 
ermissably naive, something in fact impossible, fc ete it- - self, under authentic novelistic conditions, takes on L l ~ r ;  11aLure of 

an internal p o u  and is consequl logized (in, for exam- 
file, the work of the Sentimentali* Ihateaubriand and in 
Tolstoyl. Such a dialogized image can occur in all the poetic 
gt :n in the lyric (to be sure, without setting the 
tc I image can fully unfold, achieve full complex- 
ity ~ I I U  ueprn anu at the same time artistic closure, only under the 
condition: in the genre of the novel 

In the PI age narrowly conceived (ii age-as-trope), 
ynamics of the image-as- s completely 

word (with all its aspects) and 
word plunges into the inex- 

austible wealth a multiplicity of the object it- 
self, withits ll~irgilldll 3 L l l l  u~luccered" nature; therefore it pre- 

hing beyond the borders of its own context (except, of 
lat can be found in the treasure-house of language it- 

se~ll. lnr. word forgets that its object has its own history of con- 
tradictory acts of verbal recognition, as well ,lossia 
that is always present in such acts of recogn 

For the writer of artistic prose, on the C O l l ~ l a r y ,  L I I ~  uojlCt re- 
veals first ( e sociallj :lot multiplicity of its 
names, de ue judgn stead of the virginal 
fullness an y of the uojecc itself, the prose writer 
co a multitude of routes, roads and paths thi keen 
la j in the object by social consciousness. Alc the 
in ~ntradictions inside the object itself, the. iter 
wlrnesses as well the unfolding of social heteroglossia surround- 
ing the object, the Tower-of-Babel r f languages that goes 
on around any object; the dialectics lbject are interwoven 
with the social dialogue surroundins IL. rur the prose writer, the 
object is a nt for heteroglot voices among which his own 
voice must ~nd; these voices create the background neces- 
sary for his u w l l  vulce, outside of which his artistic prose nuances 
ca ?erceived, and without which they "do not sound." 

;e artist elevates the social heteroglossia surrounding 
objecrs into an image that has finished contours, an imane corn- 
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pletely shot through with dialogized overtones; he creates artis- 
tically calculated nuances on all the fundamental voices and 
tones of this heteroglossia. But as we have already said, every ex- 
martistic prose discourse-in any of its forms, quotidian, rhe- 
torical, scholarly-cannot fail to be oriented toward the "already 
u t m h e  "already known," the "common opinion" and so 
forth. The dialogic orientation of discourse is a phenomenon that 
is, of course, a property of any discourse. It is the natural orienta- 
tion of any living discourse. On all its various routes toward the 
object, in all its directions, the word encounters an alien word 
and cannot help encountering it in a living, tension-filled interac- 
tion. Only the mythical Adam, who approached a virginal and as' 
yet verbally unqualified world with the first word, could really 
have escaped from start to finish this dialogic inter-orientation 
with the alien word that occurs in the object. Concrete historical 
human discourse does not have this privilege: it can deviate from 
such inter-orientation only on a conditional basis and only to a 
certain degree. 

It is all the ma rkable that linguistics and the philoso- 
phy of discourse nave oeen primarily oriented precisely toward 
this artificial, preconditioned status of the word, a word excised 
from dialogue and taken for the norm (although the primacy of 
dialogue over monologue is frequently proclaimed). Dialogue is 
studied merely as a compositional form in the structuring of 
speech, but the internal dialogism of the word (which occurs in a 
m ~ l o ! . i c  uRerance as-well as in a rejoinderj, the dialogism that 
penetrates its entire structure, all its semantic and expressive 
layers, is almost entirely ignored. But it is precisely this internal 
dialogism of the word, which does not assume any external com- 
positional forms of dialogue, that cannot be isolated as an inde- 
pendent act, separate from the word's ability. to . form . a concept 
[koncipirovanie] of its object-it is precisely flusmTemaLdLZ1P- 
gism that has such enormous power to shape style. The internal 
dialogism of the word finds expression in a series of peculiar fea- 
tures in semantics, syntax and stylistics that have remained up to 
the present time completely unstudied by linguistics and stylis- 
tics (nor, what is more, have the peculiar semantic features of 
ordinary dialogue been studied). 

The word is born in a dialogue as a living rejoinder within it; 
the word is shaped in dialogic interaction with an alien word that 
is already in the object. A word forms a concept of its own object 
in a dialogic way. 


